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MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY OF STATE
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OF
STAFF
NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Judicialization of International Politics

Last August I urged us to address several disturbing trends in international
law, including the ICC, universal jurisdiction prosecutions, and the broader
judicialization of international politics and warfare.

I am concerned that this deliberation is not proceeding with appropriate
urgency.

s There may be a sense that this is "just Henry Kissinger's problem." This is
a serious miscalculation. Universal jurisdiction prosecutions are expanding
in Europe and elsewhere. The purported content of international criminal
law is growing in various unfavorable ways. Just a few weeks ago, a
complaint was filed in Belgium against senior U.S. officials growing out of
Operation Desert Storm. It is only a matter of time before there is an
attempted prosecution of a U.S. official.

There may be a sense that these issues should be shelved during the Iraq
matter. On the contrary, the prospect of controversial war should alert us to
what all U.S. officials may face.

Our strategy with respect to the ICC seems to be getting nowhere. We have
only a handful of Article 98 agreements, and no realistic prospect for
significantly more in the near future. Meanwhile, the ICC proceeds apace.

I believe we must quickly develop a campaign to discredit and counter
these trends. Attached is a proposal for a more robust strategy to deal with these
issues. I suggest we discuss the matter soon.

Attachment: /t
As stated.
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Potential Responses to the Judicialization of International Politics

In the past quarter century, various nations, NGOs, academics, international
organizations, and others in the "international community" have been busily weaving a
web of international laws and judicial institutions that today threatens USG interests. The
USG has seriously underestimated this threat, and has mistakenly assumed that
confronting the threat will worsen it. This appeasement strategy has failed. Unless we
tackle the problem head-on, it will continue to grow. The issue is especially urgent
because of the unusual challenges we face in the war on terrorism. What follows are
proposals to meet the growing judicialization threat.

In General

o Issue White Paper legal justification for use of force against Iraq and
legitimacy of belligerent occupation.

o Issue White Paper legal justification for various actions in war on
terrorism.

o Issue White Paper account of the unprecedented steps USG takes to
comply with laws of war and human rights law.

ICC

o Reconsider Article 98 strategy and try to de-legitimize ICC.

o Issue White Paper on legal deficiencies in ICC.

o Aggressively expand public ICC campaign to clarify illegality of ICC
jurisdiction over USG officials.

o Consider coordinating campaign with other ICC opponents.

o Continue, beyond June 2003, the UNSC immunization from ICC
jurisdiction of USG forces in UN peacekeeping operations.
(Counterargument: Seeking UNSC immunity buys into ICC legitimacy;
consider avoiding UNSC as part of a more aggressive ICC campaign.)

o Enact legislation beyond APSA that severely sanctions any nation that
sends a present or former U.S. official to the ICC.

ICJ

o Issue White Paper on ICJ's pattern of illegitimate decisions.
i
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o Suspend or terminate US-Iraq Commerce and Navigation Treaty.

o Withdraw from ICJ Oil Platforms Case.

o Withdraw from Vienna Convention Optional Protocol (which was basis
for recent ICJ death penalty order).

o Review other ICJ jurisdictional exposure.

Foreign Courts

o Issue White Paper on USG views about official immunity and universal
jurisdiction.

o Get firm assurances from European allies of non-prosecution.

o Make clear within USG and in diplomatic channels that USG will assert
broad immunity claims in foreign courts.

o Adopt broad public strategy to make clear that the USG has opted out of
norms limiting the scope of official immunity.

o Consider legislation that maintains "current" official status for political
leaders after they leave office.

o Enact legislation cutting off assistance to any nation that pursues charges
against USG official for conduct arising out of Iraq and war on terrorism.

U.S. Courts

o Vigorously pursue amicus opportunities to cut back on ATS suits.

o Issue White Paper or OLC opinion on accurate interpretation of ATS.

o Vigorously defend cases challenging President's authority to use force in
Iraq. Seek to fast-track any cases to the Supreme Court.

o Appear as amicus in other ATS cases in federal courts to make clear that
any questions related to Iraq are non-justiciable.

2
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SUBJECT: The Judicialization of International Politics
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As we have reported to you, the United States faces a set of troubling new
issues in international law, including unfettered prosecutions, universal
jurisdiction, the ICC, and the broader judicialization of international relations and
warfare.

The interagency process seems to have stopped.

Tab A is a draft of a memo we recommend you send to the Principals, along
with the memo (at Tab B) that outlines a robust counterstrategy.

COORDINATION: None

Attachments:
As stated

Prepared by: Jack Goldsmith, DoD OGC, 693-6946
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